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Review Article

I n 2017, the US Department 
of Health and Human Services 
declared the opioid epidemic a 
public health emergency.1 The 
following year, approximately 10.3 

million Americans misused prescription 
opioids, highlighting the need for safe 
and effective alternative pain management 
options.

One solution to the growing epidemic 
is the use of intravenous (IV) lidocaine 
for the management of both acute and 
chronic pain.2,3 Lidocaine is a class 1B 
sodium channel blocker and produces 
analgesia and anti-inflammatory effects at 
low doses.3 Lidocaine is commonly used 
as a local injection, and increasingly used 
via IV to manage perioperative pain.2 
Intravenous lidocaine has additionally been 
used in the management of neuropathic 
pain, fibromyalgia, burns and other pain 
conditions, and may reduce or even 
eliminate the need for opioids in both acute 
and chronic pain management.3,4

Another pain management alternative is 
mexiletine, the oral analogue of lidocaine. 
Similar to lidocaine, mexiletine is a class 
1B sodium channel blocker with analgesic 
properties useful in the treatment of 
neuropathic pain.5 Currently, mexiletine 
usage in chronic pain therapy is limited 
due to a perceived lack of efficacy and 
tolerability.4 One study demonstrated 
that a stronger response to IV lidocaine 
was predictive of patient acceptance of 
mexiletine.5 Additionally, mexiletine 
provides unique benefits as an oral therapy 
in comparison to lidocaine, which may not 
be delivered orally due to high first-pass 
metabolism.4 Although it is not commonly 
used as a first-line option, mexiletine can be 
considered as a safe alternative to opioids 

for chronic pain management. 
The purpose of this article is to 

raise pharmacists’ awareness of the use 
and benefits of two non-opioid pain 
management medications, IV lidocaine and 
oral mexiletine.

Clinical Indications and 
Administration

Currently, intravenous lidocaine is 
clinically indicated for local or regional 
anesthesia as well as treatment of 
ventricular arrythmias.6 However, its 
potential off-label uses show promise in 
the world of refractory pain conditions. 
Sodium channel blockers, such as lidocaine, 
are commonly used to interrupt pain signal 
transmission. Through this mechanism, 
lidocaine therapy can have an impact on 
refractory neuropathic pain,7 diabetic 
neuropathy, post-operative pain,8 and 
migraine.9 A meta-analysis of IV lidocaine 
for neuropathic pain by Tremont-Lukats 
et al. demonstrated modest benefits over 
placebo, which were more apparent at doses 
of 5mg/kg and above. 

Despite its beneficial effects, IV 
lidocaine is not an appropriate option 
for every patient. The analgesic is not 
advised to be used in patients with 
underlying heart conditions due to QT 
prolongation.9 Lidocaine is hepatically 
metabolized primarily by CYP1A2 and 
partially by CYP3A4, and thus should be 
used cautiously with other drugs that might 
induce or inhibit these same enzymes. 
For this same reason, the healthcare team 
should take precautions when dosing 
patients with liver dysfunction. Serum 
concentrations above 5 mg/ml lower 
the seizure threshold and should also be 

avoided in patients at risk of seizure or with 
a history of epilepsy.10 Additionally, patients 
often must fail other first- or second-line 
pain relief options, such as antidepressants, 
gabapentin, tramadol, topical agents, and 
other anticonvulsants before lidocaine 
infusion can be considered.9 

One limiting factor in the 
availability of IV lidocaine for patients 
are the complexities associated with its 
administration. Lidocaine infusions or 
injections must be administered in a clinic 
setting to provide appropriate patient 
monitoring. Prior to therapy, a patient’s 
reaction to lidocaine is measured with a test 
to rule out any allergic reactions or adverse 
effects. On the initial visit, a test dose of 5 
mg/kg is infused over one hour followed 
by a 30-minute monitoring period.9 While 
the patient is in clinic, it is appropriate to 
measure their vitals, conduct an assessment 
of their current pain, and note any adverse 
effects they might experience. The cost of 
lab testing and availability of chairs in the 
pain clinic are barriers to patients receiving 
this care. Often, insurance companies will 
not cover the cost of lidocaine infusion. 
When making a therapeutic decision, the 
cost of the procedure should be weighed 
against the quality-of-life improvements 
that stand to be gained from this non-
opioid option. 

Mexiletine provides an alternative 
therapy for refractory pain, especially in 
patients who benefit from IV lidocaine, 
although its tolerability limits its use. 
Studies of neuropathic pain show a median 
dose of 600mg of mexiletine delivers a 
marginal improvement in pain intensity 
visual analog scale over placebo.7 One 
prospective and one retrospective cohort 
study indicate that response to lidocaine 
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therapy can predict mexiletine’s usefulness 
in that patient.4,11 This correlation can help 
maximize the benefit of this medication 
by choosing the patient population for 
whom it is most likely to work. However, 
its practicality as an off-label pain reliever 
is limited by adverse events. Its side-effect 
profile includes nausea and vomiting with 
a reported incidence of up to 40% as well 
as dizziness, drowsiness, and anxiety but 
at lower rates.12 Potential candidates for 
mexiletine include patients whose pain 
responds well to lidocaine therapy and can 
tolerate the drug. While this option might 
not work for all patients, the ability to 
manage the medication from home lessens 
the burden on the healthcare system. 

Benefits of Opioid 
Alternatives 

The Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) states that between the 
years of 1999 and 2017 almost 400,000 
people died from an overdose involving 
opioids. Considering the high-stakes 
consequences associated with opioids, 
opioid therapy is an important issue for the 
healthcare system in the United States.13 
The use of non-opioid medications has 
the potential to demonstrate statistically 
significant pain improvement compared to 
pain management with opioids, without 
the consequences associated with opioids, 
such as addiction, tolerance, and even 
death. Thus, opioid pain management 
should be used as a last-line treatment 
plan for refractory pain.14 Pharmacists can 
further support healthcare providers with 
evidence-based guidelines outlining the 
benefits of non-opioid therapies including 
IV lidocaine and oral mexiletine.

Intravenous lidocaine is considered 
a relatively safe drug that acts as an 
analgesic and an anti-inflammatory agent 
that might have a role in pain relief after 
trauma or surgery by decreasing the need 
for other opioid medications. Forouzan 
and colleagues studied the use of IV 
lidocaine compared to morphine sulfate 
in pain management in bone fractures.3 
The subjects' pain was scored from 1 to 
10 using a visual analog scale (VAS). A 
pain score reduction of at least 3 points 
was required for the treatment to be 
considered successful. Success in decreasing 

pain severity 12 minutes after injection 
was 49.28% in the lidocaine group and 
33.57% in the morphine sulfate group. 
Similar results were also found when 
comparing the level of decreased pain 30 
minutes post injection.3 The physiologic 
risks associated with lidocaine therapy are 
relatively low, in comparison to morphine 
sulfate. Lidocaine toxicity can produce 
bradycardia, hypotension, headache, 
nausea, and muscle weakness. Mexiletine, 
as previously stated, is an oral analogue 
of lidocaine and has been shown to be 
relatively safe and effective in treatment 
of pain associated with fibromyalgia, 
erythromelalgia, postoperative pain, and 
other chronic disease states.15 Wu et. al, 
conducted a study to evaluate the change 
in pain intensity while using mexiletine 
compared to both morphine and placebo 
in patients with post-amputation pain. The 
study found that patients’ self-reported 
pain relief during treatment was, on 
average, 53% with morphine, 30% with 
mexiletine, and 19% with placebo.16 This 
shows that mexiletine was more effective 
in reducing pain scores than placebo, 
yet not as effective as morphine. While 
morphine should be reserved for patients 
with refractory pain, mexiletine would be 
sufficient for non-refractory pain. 

Pharmacist Role 
The CDC developed guidelines 

aimed at primary-care clinicians who are 
prescribing opioids for chronic pain. The 
recommendations address appropriate 
initiation of therapy, decisions about dosing 
regimens, discontinuing therapy, and 
proper assessment of the risk-to-benefit 
ratio of continued opioid use.17 As front-
line healthcare providers, pharmacists have 
a role in both the inpatient and outpatient 
setting for assessing and managing pain. 
Within healthcare teams, pharmacists 
can recommend other analgesics over 
opioids to help ensure a decrease in use 
of opioids. Implementing organizational 
guidelines targeted to reducing opioid use 
has been effective in reducing emergency 
department and discharge opioid use and 
reducing the length of stay.18 With access 
to inpatient records, pharmacists can 
monitor patients for recommendations to 
switch to non-opioid therapies, such as IV 
lidocaine, to decrease the use of opioids. 

Upon initiation, pharmacists can play 
an important role in the monitoring of 
patients in clinic for their first dose and 
addressing adverse events immediately. 
Another area to be further studied involves 
the transition of lidocaine infusions to 
home administration, expanding the use of 
non-opioid therapies for pain management. 
With expanding roles in home healthcare, 
this could be a new service for pharmacists 
to help with pain management. 

Therapeutic interchange from IV 
lidocaine to oral mexiletine further involves 
pharmacists in the monitoring of patients 
upon initiation and with continued use 
for adverse events. As an oral analgesic 
alternative, mexiletine can offer benefits 
patients perceive as valuable, such as ease of 
administration and reduced costs associated 
with returning to the clinic for lidocaine 
infusions. Although not a first-line therapy, 
its safety profile and ease of use should 
prompt its clinical use before opioid 
therapy. 

Use of non-opioid therapies over 
opioid counterparts is an important shift 
that healthcare providers need to take 
advantage of to combat the opioid crisis 
and associated consequences. There needs 
to be a balance between reasonable pain 
management and the risks of opioid abuse 
when evaluating patients for alternative 
therapies.19 There is a significant deficiency 
in services for community pharmacists 
in chronic pain management, but with 
increasing demand for non-opioid therapy, 
it creates an opportunity for pharmacists to 
take advantage of and help optimize patient 
quality of life. 
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